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GEARBOX GUARANTEE TERMS

Our business divides gearboxes into three categories:

1: reconstructionFull 

2: reconstructionPartial 

3: Used

In full reconstruction, the used gearbox is opened, checked for damage and all consumables, such as 
bearings, full sealing kit, set of discs (for automatic gearboxes) and everything else that needs to be 
changed have been replaced. Finally, the gearbox is measured and adjusted to ensure proper 
operation.
 In partial rebuilding, the used gearbox is opened and checked for damage that needs fixing. The 
sealing kit is also replaced. These gearboxes are measured and adjusted for proper operation as well. 
The used gearboxes, are functional second-hand gearboxes that have been removed from functional 
cars.

GUARANTEES

For fully reconstructed there isgearboxes  a 2-year or a 60,000 kilometers guarantee for passenger 
cars and  a 1-year or 60,000 kilometers guarantee for commercial cars.

For partially reconstructed a 3gearboxes there is a 1-year or 0,000 kilometers guarantee for passenger 
cars and a 6 months or 30,000 kilometers guarantee for commercial cars.

A 2-month or a 5,000 kilometers guarantee for used gearboxes is  all vehicles.provided for

 *  the option of expanding the warranty  For fully and partially reconstructed gearboxes is also provided
upon agreement with the customer .

SPARE PARTS

All gearboxes are either genuine (manufacturer) items or after market of equal or better quality than the 
genuine ones.

Under no circumstances use spare parts does our business  low quality  in any of the gearboxes.

For any damage caused to your gearbox from  defective part  we have , our business that is a that used
is obliged to  the gearbox or repair it within fifteen working days the day the gearbox  replace since is 
received. 

THE WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER

1. Removal and installation costs.

2. Any damage caused to the gearbox by incorrect installation or programming by the diagnostics tools 
from the installer or workshop.

3. Incorrect amount of oil in gearbox.the 
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4. Electronic damage to the gearbox.

5. Any damage caused by improper use of the gearbox (rough gear drops, 4X4 excessive strain) 
resulting in breakage of the gears.

6. Any damage caused by vehicles or engines that do not have or exceed factory specifications 
(  horsepower, wrong tire size).increased

7. If for any reason that is time a gearbox within the limits of our warranty is opened by a third person (all 
boxes are numbered and marked) the . guarantees cease to apply

8. Whacked or severed gearbox.

* From all the above cases, paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 are excluded if the gearbox removed and has been 
installed by our workshop.

GEARBOX MAINTENANCE

The customer is required to carry out the prescribed transmission maintenance  the according to
manufacturer specifications for smooth operation of the box.gear

The overloading of the transmission and the continuous use of 4X4 (except in cars with full-time 4X4) 
should be also avoided.

In case of immediately and any malfunction in the gearbox, the customer is obliged to stop the vehicle 
take usingit to workshop  road assistance.

If the customer does not , this may cause comply with the above and continues to drive the vehicle
additional warranty. damage, which is not covered by 

INSTRUCTIONS

All gearboxes are accompanied by a correct ation and use  guide. Additionally, telephone help install r’s
concerning the gearbox you received is provided.
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